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We study the predictions of anomalous inflationary models on the abundance of structures in large
scale structure observations. The anomalous features encoded in primordial curvature perturbation
power spectrum are (a): localized feature in momentum space, (b): hemispherical asymmetry and
(c): statistical anisotropies. We present a model-independent expression relating the number den-
sity of structures to the changes in the matter density variance. Models with localized feature can
alleviate the tension between observations and numerical simulations of cold dark matter structures
on galactic scales as a possible solution to the missing satellite problem. In models with hemispher-
ical asymmetry we show that the abundance of structures becomes asymmetric depending on the
direction of observation to sky. In addition, we study the effects of scale-dependent dipole ampli-
tude on the abundance of structures. Using the quasars data and adopting the power-law scaling
knA−1 for the amplitude of dipole we find the upper bound nA < 0.6 for the spectral index of the
dipole asymmetry. In all cases there is a critical mass scale Mc in which for M < Mc(M > Mc)
the enhancement in variance induced from anomalous feature decreases (increases) the abundance
of dark matter structures in Universe.
I. INTRODUCTION
The standard model of cosmology, ΛCDM, explains anisotropies on Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation
[1] and the Large Scale Structure (LSS) observations with good accuracies [2]. This model is based on the assumption
of cold dark matter as the skeleton of the structures in the Universe [3] and the cosmological constant as the source of
late time acceleration while the initial conditions are set by the inflationary paradigm [4–7]. Inflation generates nearly
scale-invariant, nearly Gaussian and nearly adiabatic perturbations which are imprinted on the temperature map of
CMB and also provides the initial distribution for the seeds of structures in the early Universe [8]. Accordingly, one
of the triumphs of modern cosmology is the compatibility of the dark matter tracers distribution with the statistics
of CMB temperature anisotropy [9].
Thanks to vast cosmological data available during last decade, models of early universe are well-constrained by
cosmological observations. In particular, the high precision maps of CMB have been studied extensively to put
constraints on inflationary models [8, 10, 11]. Any deviation from the Gaussian, adiabatic, isotropic and scale-
invariant initial conditions will open distinct fingerprints on CMB map as tools to study the physics of early universe
such as inflation [12–14]. On the other hand, the LSS observables, by transferring the initial condition of perturbations
to the late time observables, are potentially very useful tools to test models of early universe in sub-CMB scales [15].
The abundance of the structures in the Universe [16, 17], the scale-dependence of bias parameter between dark matter
halos as the host of galaxies and the dark matter perturbations [18] and higher order statistics of dark matter tracers
(e.g. the bispectrum of galaxies) [19] are all used to probe the deviations from the standard initial conditions.
There are indications for anomalous features in CMB map such as power asymmetry between the two CMB
hemispheres [20], power deficit in low multipoles [11] and the coincidence of the quadrupole and octupole directions
[20]. These observations trigger the motivation to study the predictions of inflationary models with anomalous features
in LSS observables. We note that the CMB maps cover the first few e-folds of the inflationary period, say the first
5-7 e-folds, while the remaining 50 or so e-folds are below the CMB scales. It is likely that the primordial power
spectrum may have non-trivial features not only on CMB scales but also on scales which are beyond the probe of
CMB but are accessible to LSS observations. In this work we investigate the framework under which one can study
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2the probable observational fingerprints of anomalous inflationary power spectrum on LSS, specially in the abundance
of the structure. Having this said, there are open questions in LSS, specially on galactic scale, such as the “missing
satellite” problem [21] and the “too big to fail” problem [22] which may be considered as hints for anomalies/features
in primordial curvature perturbation power spectrum on galactic scales (for a recent work addressing this idea see
[23]). It is worth to mention that the theoretical predictions of standard model for matter power spectrum are in
reasonable agreements with the observational data in the range of wavenumber (scales) 0.01hMpc−1 < k < 1hMpc−1.
However, the amplitude of small scale dark matter power spectrum is not strongly constrained by LSS observables.
Accordingly, there are freedoms on the amplitude of the power on galactic scales which in turn can be used as an
explanation for the missing satellite problem. Therefore the anomalous inflationary models, by modifying the power
on small scales, can be considered as a possible solutions to the tension between observations and theory on galactic
scales.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II first we review the procedure for obtaining the number
density of structures based on Excursion Set Theory [24] and then we study the effects of the primordial feature on
the number density of structures in a model-independent way. In Section III we present the theoretical motivations
for generating primordial features studied in this paper. In Section IV, we study the predictions of each anomalous
inflationary model on the abundance of the structures. The reader who is not interested in theoretical realization of
the features can skip Section III and go directly to Section IV. The conclusion and future prospects are presented in
Section V.
II. THE NUMBER DENSITY OF STRUCTURES
The mass function of the dark matter halo structures can be found from the Excursion Set Theory (EST) as a
barrier crossing problem of density perturbation in different mass scales (window functions) [24, 25]. The number
density n(M, z) of virialized objects with the mass between M and M + dM is [26]
n(M, z) = −2 ρ¯
M2
f(ν)
d ln σ(M, z)
d lnM
(1)
where ρ¯ is the mean matter density and f(ν) is the universality function of halo distribution which is a function of
height parameter ν ≡ δc/σ(M, z). Here δc ≃ 1.68 is the critical density (in spherical collapse) [27] and σ(M, z) is the
variance of the structures with mass M at the specific redshift z.
The variance is defined as
σ2(M, z) =
∫
d3k
(2π)3
PL(k, z)W
2(kR) =
∫
dk
2π2
k2PL(k, z)W
2(kR) (2)
where PL(k) is the linear matter power spectrum and the second equality in Eq. (2) is obtained with the assumption
of isotropic density perturbations. In addition, W (x = kR) is the window function, which for the top-hat filter in real
space, has the following form in momentum space
W (x) = 3
sin(x)− x cos(x)
x3
, (3)
in which modes with k > R−1 are smoothed out.
The variance obtained for each mass scale is related to the radius of window function via the relationM = 4πρ¯R3/3.
An important point to mention is the universality of mass function, i.e. it is only a function of the height parameter
ν. The universality means that on each mass range we have the same dependence on the height parameter. The
height parameter ν encodes the information about the local threshold of collapse as well as the variance of matter
perturbations which the latter depends on the cosmological model. The Press-Schechter mass function, as one of the
first proposals for the universality function, is defined as [28]
f(ν) =
ν√
2π
e−ν
2/2 , (4)
assuming that the primordial seeds of the structures have a Gaussian distribution. The N-body simulations have
investigated the validity of the Press-Schechter conjecture and have found that it works with 10% accuracy. The
Sheth-Tormen mass function, incorporating the idea of ellipsoidal collapse [29], has the universality function f(ν)
given by [30]
f(ν) = C
√
a
2π
ν
[
1 + (aν2)−p
]
e−aν
2/2 , (5)
3where a ≃ 0.7 and p ≃ 0.3 are constants which are determined from N-body simulations of LSS and C is determined
from the requirement that −2 ∫∞
0
f(ν)/ν = 1. In the limit C = 12 , p = 0 and a = 1, we recover the Press-Schechter
proposal. The discrepancy between Press-Schechter and the results obtained from the N-body simulation indicates
the complexity of non-linear structure formation. In addition, it may indicate that the assumptions such as the
spherical collapse or the Markovianity of the random walks of matter density perturbations in EST framework are
only approximation to the real process of collapse. There is a vast literature on the prediction of dark matter clustering
in EST framework with deviations from Gaussianity, Markovianity and spherical collapse [31–35]. In this work, in
order to simplify the analysis and also in order to get some intuitions on the effects of anomalous features on LSS
abundances, we consider only the Press-Schechter and Sheth-Tormen universality functions.
In order to study the effects of feature in primordial curvature perturbations on the abundance of the structures we
should relate the late-time linear matter power spectrum to the initial curvature perturbations power spectrum. The
Poisson equation relates the matter density contrast in Fourier space, δ(k, z), to the gravitational potential (Bardeen
potential) Φ(k, z) via
δm(k, z) =
2
3
k2Φ(k, z)
Ω0mH
2
0 (1 + z)
, (6)
where Ω0m is the matter density parameter at the present time (hereafter we omit the superscript 0 in density
parameter) and H0 is the present value of Hubble parameter. Now we can relate the gravitational potential Φ(k, z)
to the primordial curvature perturbation Rk by the transfer function T (k) and the growth function D(z) (which are
separable functions in ΛCDM model) via
Φ(k, z) =
3
5
T (k)D(z)(1 + z)Rk . (7)
Note that we set the primordial (initial) Bardeen potential in radiation dominated era as Φini(k, zini) = 2Rk/3.
Consequently, the matter power-spectrum is related to the primordial curvature perturbation via
PL(k, z) =
8π2
25
k
T 2(k)D2(z)
Ω2mH
4
0
PR(k) , (8)
where PR ≡ 12pi2 k3PR(k) is the dimensionless power spectrum. Usually the curvature perturbations power spectrum
is parameterized as
PR = A( k
kp
)ns−1 , (9)
where A is the amplitude of the fluctuations at pivot wavenumber kp = 0.05Mpc−1 (this value is from Planck
collaboration) and ns is the spectral index which shows the scale-dependence of power spectrum. The constraints
from the Planck collaboration are 109 ×A = 2.23± 0.16 and ns = 0.9616± 0.0094 at 1σ [1].
The question we are interested to answer is if we put a feature in primordial curvature perturbations power spectrum,
how does this affect the abundance of the structures in LSS? With the inclusion of feature in power spectrum, we
schematically have
PR(k) = PR(k) + δPR(k) , (10)
in which PR is the standard isotropic and nearly scale-invariant primordial curvature perturbation power spectrum and
δPR(k) is a scale-dependent feature added to the curvature power. Consequently, the variance of matter perturbation
from Eq.(10) is modified as follows
σ(M, z;A∗) = σ¯(M, z) + δσ(M, z;A∗) , (11)
where σ¯(M) is the variance in ΛCDM model obtained from PR and δσ is its modification induced from the correction
in primordial power spectrum. In this notation, A∗ is a symbolic parameter which collectively represents the set of
the parameters which define the feature (e.g. the amplitude of the feature or the location of feature in momentum
space).
The leading order correction in the variance is given by
δσ(M, z;A∗) =
2
25σ¯
D2(z)
Ω2mH
4
0
∫
k3dk
4π
dΩkW
2(kR)T 2(k)δPR(k;A∗) , (12)
4where dΩk is the solid angle of the spherical coordinates in the Fourier space. In the case in which the correction to
the power spectrum is isotropic we have
δσ(M, z;A∗) =
2
25σ¯
D2(z)
Ω2mH
4
0
∫
k3dkW 2(kR)T 2(k)δPR(k;A∗) (isotropic feature) . (13)
The next step is to translate the effects of the corrections in variance to the number density of structures. For this
purpose, we use the fact that the variance σ¯ in ΛCDM model has a power-law relation with the radius (Mass) of the
enclosed over-dense region as follows [36–38]
σ¯R(z) ≃ σ∗(z)( R
R∗h−1Mpc
)−γ (14)
where σ∗ is the normalization factor and γ is the fitting parameter. For the mass range M = (109 − 1015)M⊙,
R∗ = 8h−1Mpc, accordingly the normalization parameter is σ∗ = σ8 ≡ σ(R = 8h−1Mpc) and the parameter γ is
approximately given by γ = (0.3Γ + 0.2)
[
2.92 + log( R8h−1Mpc )
]
in which to leading order Γ ≃ 0.25 [37]. For the mass
range M < 109M⊙, R∗ = 0.1h−1Mpc, accordingly the normalization parameter is σ∗ = 0.05 × σ0.1 ≡ 0.05 × σ(R =
0.1h−1Mpc) and the parameter γ ≃ 0.1 +O(log[ R0.1h−1Mpc ]). Neglecting the logarithmic dependence of the variance
to the mass ( this approximation introduces an error of less than 10%), in these two intervals the mass function of
the structures becomes
n¯(M, z) ≃ 2
3
γ
ρ¯
M2
f(ν(z)) , (15)
where γ is almost constant and depends on the mass interval we are interested. In Eq.(15) n¯ is the number density
per mass of structures with the standard initial conditions, i.e. in the absence of the feature.
Now we define a new parameter, δn, as the fractional excess of the number density of the structures in the mass
range M , M + dM as follows
δn(M, z;A∗) =
n(M, z;A∗)− n¯(M, z)
n¯(M, z)
(16)
where n(M, z;A∗) is the mass function of the structures in the presence of the feature in primordial curvature power
spectrum collectively represented by the parameter A∗. We also consider the fact that the number density of the
structures can be calculated at any redshift. Therefore, the change in number density depends on the redshift through
the growth function D(z) which appears in the variance of the matter perturbation.
Now, assuming the universality of n¯(M, z) which is encoded in f(ν), δn at any mass scale is obtained to be
δn(M, z;A∗) =
f ′(ν(M, z))
f(ν(M, z))
∂ν
∂σ¯
δσ(M, z;A∗) , (17)
where a prime represents the derivative with respect to the height parameter ν. Note that Eq. (17) is obtained from
the Taylor expansion of Eq. (16) with respect to change in variance induced from A∗ at a fixed mass. Using the
definition of height parameter, Eq. (17) reduces to
δn(M, z;A∗) = −ν f
′(ν(M, z))
f(ν(M, z))
δσ(M, z;A∗)
σ¯(M, z)
. (18)
From this equation we see that the change in number density, δn, is proportional to the change in the variance δσ/σ¯
induced by the primordial feature. We note that the proportionality factor is given by the logarithmic derivative of
the universal mass function. Consequently, an excess or deficit in variance does not have a uniform effect on all mass
scales; its effect is non-trivial which depends on the mass scale under consideration.
For the Press-Schechter universality function we have
δn|PS(M, z;A∗) =
(
ν2(M, z)− 1) δσ(M, z;A∗)
σ¯(M, z)
, (19)
where δn|PS(M, z;A∗) is the change in number density at a specific mass M . This change is a function of the mass
through the height parameter.
Now consider the critical height νc(Mc(z)) = 1 with the critical massMc which depends on redshift. The interesting
point is that for the structures with the mass rangeM(z) > Mc(z) in which ν(M >Mc) > νc = 1, the number density
5contrast has an excess for δσ > 0 while opposite conclusion is reached for M(z) < Mc(z) in which ν(M < Mc) < 1.
Note that the sign flip for δn at the critical height parameter νc is a result of the Gaussian probability distribution
function (PDF) which is assumed in the Press-Schechter formalism. For a Gaussian PDF with a fixed value of the
density contrast δ the probability is maximum if the variance satisfies the relation σ = δ. If one fixes the density
contrast to the critical value δ = δc, which is the definition of critical height parameter νc = 1, then the maximum
probability occurs at σ = δc, or equivalently at ν = 1. That is why δn for the collapsed objects as a function of the
variance flips the sign at ν = 1. A crucial point to discuss is that for the mass scales M > Mc where ν > νc, we are
in quasi-linear regime where the structures are on the verge of formation and the density contrast is almost near the
critical density δc (the uncertainty comes from the fact that the condition of spherical collapse is δ > δc which is not
exactly equal to ν < 1). Accordingly, our result is more reliable for masses and redshifts in which ν ≤ 1 while it is
not applicable for ν ≫ 1.
Similarly, we can find the number density contrast for the Sheth-Tormen mass function as
δn|ST (M, z;A∗) =
[
aν2(M, z)− 1 + 2apν
2(M, z)(aν2(M, z))−p−1
[1 + (aν2(M, z))−p]
]
δσ(M, z,A∗)
¯σ(M, z)
. (20)
In the case p = 0 and a = 1 the Sheth-Tormen number density contrast reduces to that of the Press-Schechter obtained
in Eq.(19). Interestingly, the critical height in which the big bracket in Eq.(20) vanishes is more complicated than the
Press-Schechter function in which one simply has νc = 1. This indicates that in a more realistic model of collapse the
change in the statistics of dark matter halos is a non-trivial function of the mass scale Mc which in itself is a redshift
dependent quantity.
We remark that in this work we assume that introducing a feature in primordial power spectrum does not invalidate
the Press-Schechter procedure of structure formation. This means that the processes of barrier crossing, the magnitude
of δc obtained from spherical collapse and the environment-independence of standard EST do not change dramatically
in the models we study in next section and the corrections are sub-leading. This is because the mechanism of collapse
occurs in late time Universe and it is almost scale-free. The inflationary models with feature mainly change the initial
conditions of perturbations which to first order modifies the variance as we have discussed here.
With these model-independent analysis for δσ/σ¯ and δn, in Section IV we calculate these quantities for various
features in curvature perturbation power spectrum presented in Section III.
III. INFLATIONARY MODELS WITH ANOMALOUS FEATURES
In this Section we present three different kinds of anomalous features in inflationary power spectrum which will be
used for the abundance of structures in next Section. The reader who is not interested in mechanism of generating
these features in inflationary model building can directly jump to Section IV. Our discussions here will be brief, we
only provide the motivations and the overviews of mechanisms generating the corresponding features. For detail
studies, we refer the reader to the extensive literature on each topic.
A. Localized Features in Power Spectrum
First we consider models of inflation in which there is a sharp jump in curvature perturbations power spectrum in
Fourier space. Mathematically, we parameterize this localized feature in power spectrum by
PR = PR [1 +A∗δD(k − k∗)] (21)
in which δD(k − k∗) is the Dirac delta function, PR is the usual nearly scale-invariant power spectrum while the
amplitude of feature is represented by A∗ in units of hMpc−1. In order for this localized feature to be relevant for
LSS observations, we require k∗ ≥ 1hMpc−1. We note that A∗ can be either positive or negative, corresponding
respectively to an increase or a decrease in the primordial power spectrum.
The idea of generating local features have been extensively studied in the literature. Here we follow the mechanism
employed in [39]. The model contains two scalar fields φ and χ in which the light field φ is the inflaton field and the
heavy field χ is the waterfall field. The potential is as in hybrid inflation [40, 41] given by
V =
m2
2
φ2 +
λ
4
(
χ2 − M
2
λ
)2
+
g2
2
φ2χ2 . (22)
However, unlike models of hybrid inflation, in this scenario inflation mainly proceeds as in chaotic model with potential
V ≃ m2effφ2/2 with some effective mass meff which undergoes a small but abrupt change when φ reaches the critical
6value φ = φc ≡ M/g. The waterfall field χ is introduced to induce the change in mass. In this picture inflation has
three stages as follows.
As in chaotic models inflation starts with a large super-Planckian value, φ = φi ≫MP in which MP is the reduced
Planck mass, so one can obtain about 60 e-folds of inflation to solve the horizon and the flatness problems. As in
hybrid inflation the waterfall field is very heavy during the first stage of inflation so it is stuck to its instantaneous
minimum χ = 0. However, once the inflaton field has reached the critical value φ = φc, the waterfall field becomes
tachyonic and it rapidly rolls towards its global minimum χ2min =M
2/λ. This represents the second stage of inflation
which may be taken to be very short for our purpose. The final stage of inflation, corresponding to φ > φc, follows as
in chaotic inflation but with the effective mass of the inflaton, m+, given by
m2+ = m
2 + g2〈χ2〉 = m2 (1 + Ω) , (23)
in which the constant Ω is defined via Ω ≡ g2M2λm2 .
We assume the change in inflaton mass is small, corresponding to Ω ≪ 1, so the slow-roll conditions are satisfied
throughout inflation. In order to bring this local feature into the LSS window we assume that the short waterfall
stage begins when the LSS modes k∗ leaves the horizon. Typically, this corresponds to around 50 e-folds or so before
the end of inflation.
The details of correction in power spectrum and bispectrum have been studied in [39]. The correction in power
spectrum from waterfall PwfR compared to the original power spectrum coming from the inflaton PφR is obtained to
be
PwfR (k∗)
PφR
≃ 103Ω2
( ǫ
10−2
)4 ( ǫχ
10
)−10/3
, (24)
in which ǫ is the slow-roll parameter and ǫχ is a parameter defined in [39] measuring the sharpness of the phase
transition. For a very sharp waterfall phase transition, we require ǫχ ≫ 1, say ǫχ = 10. With Ω ∼ 0.1 the above ratio
can be as big as 10. In principle by taking ǫχ very big, one can make the duration of the waterfall phase transition
(the intermediate second stage of inflation) as short as one desires. In this limit, we approach the localized feature
presented in Eq. (21).
B. Hemispherical Asymmetry in Power Spectrum
There are indications of power asymmetry in CMB map as observed by Planck satellite [20], for earlier reports of
hemispherical asymmetry in WMAP data see [42–44]. The observations indicate that the power spectrum in northern
hemisphere is different than the the power spectrum in southern hemisphere. Using the following dipole modulation
on the CMB temperature fluctuations [45]
∆T (nˆ) = ∆T (nˆ) [1 +Ad cos(θnˆ.pˆ)] , (25)
in which ∆T (nˆ) is the statistically isotropic temperature fluctuations, Ad is the amplitude of the dipole asymmetry,
pˆ is the preferred direction in the sky, nˆ is the direction of the look to sky and θnˆ.pˆ is the angle between pˆ and nˆ, the
Planck collaboration has found Ad = 0.07 and pˆ = (l = 227, b = −27) in galactic coordinates [20], see also [46–48].
Whether this detection is statistically significant is under debate and we shall wait for the upcoming Planck data
release to see if the significance of the detection will improve.
The best known method to generate a hemispherical asymmetry is the idea of long mode modulation [49, 50].
In this picture, a long super-horizon mode with the wavelength 1/kL modulates the curvature perturbations at the
desired scales (either the CMB or the LSS scales). An observer probing a cosmological distance x much smaller than
the long mode (kLx≪ 1) can not probe the wave-like nature of the long mode. For this observer, the long mode only
modifies the background quantities such as φ˙ for the inflaton field or modulates the surface of end of inflation. This
in turn induces a directional-dependence (a gradient) in power spectrum taking the form
PR = PR [1 + 2Ad cos(θnˆ.pˆ)] . (26)
Note that the additional factor 2 in the above formula compared to Eq. (25) is because PR ∼ 〈∆T (nˆ)2〉.
For this picture to work, there should exist a coupling between the long mode kL and the smaller modes i.e. the
CMB-scale or the LSS-scale modes. This rings the bell for the relation between the amplitude of dipole asymmetry
and the “ squeezed-limit” non-Gaussianity [51–54], however see [55] for a different view. Imposing the quadrupole
constraints one finds [56] Ad . 0.01f
1/2
NL.
7With these discussions in mind, in order to get large enough dipole asymmetry one has to start with a model
with large enough squeezed-limit non-Gaussianity. As is well-known from Maldacena’s analysis [57], many single
field models of inflation fail to do this job. Indeed, Maldacena’s non-Gaussianity consistency condition [57] implies
that fNL ∼ ns − 1 ∼ 0 so one can not generate observable dipole asymmetry from the long mode modulation in
conventional single field models of inflation. This argument also implies that one has to look for non-trivial models of
inflation in which the Maldacena’s consistency condition is violated such as in curvaton models or in multiple fields
models of inflation.
The observations on sub-CMB scales indicate that dipole asymmetry becomes less significant for ℓ > 600 [58, 59].
This indicates a non-trivial scale-dependent dipole asymmetry, i.e. Ad = Ad(k) which should be considered in any
theoretical modeling of dipole asymmetry. We take into account the upper bound imposed from [58] when consideration
the effects of dipole asymmetry on LSS in next section.
C. Statistical Anisotropies
Homogeneity and isotropy are two pillars of cosmological principles yielding the standard FRW cosmology. There
were indications of statistical anisotropies in WMAP data [60], but the follow up analysis demonstrated that the
systematic errors can accommodate the apparent source of quadrupole asymmetry [61]. Having this said, the possi-
bilities of violating statistical isotropy is intriguing both observationally and also from the theoretical point of view.
Indeed, it is likely that there is no statistical anisotropy at CMB scales but there may exist statistical anisotropy at
LSS scales.
One interesting mechanism to generate statistical anisotropies are based on the dynamics of gauge fields. The
presence of a background gauge field breaks the three-dimensional rotation invariance and the space-time takes the
form of Bianchi I metric. Specifically, assuming that the gauge field Aµ(t) is turned on along the x-direction the
metric line element is given by
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2dx2 + b(t)2(dy2 + dz2) , (27)
in which a(t) and b(t) are two scale factors with the corresponding Hubble expansion rates Ha = a˙/a and Hb = b˙/b.
A vector field in an expanding background suffers from the conformal invariance so its background value dilutes
exponentially during inflation. In order to break the conformal invariance and prevent the background gauge field
to decay exponentially, one can couple the gauge field non-trivially to inflaton field. An interesting realization of
anisotropic inflation is proposed in [62] based on the following Lagrangian
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2P
2
R− 1
2
∂µφ∂
µφ− f
2(φ)
4
FµνF
µν − V (φ)
]
, (28)
where MP is the reduced Planck mass, φ is the inflaton field and Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ is the gauge field strength. It
is shown in [62] that with a suitably chosen gauge kinetic coupling f(φ) the inflationary system reaches an attractor
solution in which the gauge field energy density approaches a small but observationally detectable fraction of the total
energy density. In is shown that the anisotropies produced are at the order of slow-roll parameters.
The anisotropic power spectrum in this model has the quadrupole asymmetry given by
PR(k) = PR(k)
(
1 + g∗ cos2 θpˆ·kˆ
)
(29)
in which pˆ is the anisotropic direction (the x-direction in our example) and kˆ is the momentum direction in Fourier
space so θ
pˆ·kˆ represent the angles between these two directions. With this definition, g∗ is the amplitude of quadrupole
asymmetry. For the model of anisotropic inflation introduced in [62] one can show that g∗ ∝ N2 in which N is the
number of e-folds of inflation [63–71]. Imposing the recent Planck data [72] (see also [73]) one obtains |g∗| . 10−2.
Comparing the two power spectra Eqs. (29) and (26) we stress that they have distinct structural forms. First, the
quadrupole asymmetry Eq. (29) is in Fourier space while the dipole asymmetry Eq. (26) is in real space. Second,
Eq. (29) represents anisotropy at each point on CMB sphere so it does not distinguish between two different CMB
hemispheres. However, Eq. (26) represents asymmetry between two CMB hemispheres, i.e. the asymmetry depends
on the direction of the look to sky given by the unit vector nˆ.
Motivated by the quadrupole asymmetry obtained for the specific model of anisotropic inflation [62] (see also [74]
for a different realization of quadrupole anisotropy) we can consider the following general presentation of statistical
anisotropies in power spectrum [75]
P(k) = PR(k)
[
1 +
∑
LM
gLM (k)YLM (kˆ)
]
, (30)
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FIG. 1: The ratio of change in variance to the variance in ΛCDM , δσ/σ¯, induced from localized feature. The curves are for
localized feature introduced in Eq. (21) with A∗ = 1h/Mpc , k∗ = 1h/Mpc (red-solid curve); A∗ = 0.1h/Mpc, k∗ = 1h/Mpc
(green dashed curve) and A∗ = 1h/Mpc , k∗ = 10h/Mpc (blue dotted curve).
where YLM (kˆ) (with L ≥ 2) are spherical harmonics and the parameter gLM (k) quantifies the departure from statistical
isotropy as a function of wavenumber k. Imposing the reality of the power spectrum one obtains g∗LM = (−1)LgL−M .
For our specific anisotropic inflation given by the action Eq. (28) we have g20 ∝ g∗ while the rest of gLM are zero.
IV. EFFECTS OF ANOMALOUS INFLATIONARY FEATURES ON THE ABUNDANCE OF LSS
Having studied the effects of the primordial features on the number density of structures in Section II and after
presenting three different types of features in inflationary power spectrum in Section III, in this Section we study the
effects of these features on the variance of linear order perturbations and consequently on the number density of the
structures. We study the predictions of each feature in turn.
A. The Localized Feature
The matter power spectrum of structures are nearly well constrained for the scales in the range 0.01hMpc−1 < k <
1hMpcs−1 by large scale structure surveys like Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)-III Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic
Survey (BOSS) project[76]. However, beyond the mentioned scales, the data are not strong enough to put constraints
on the matter power spectrum. For k < 0.01hMpc−1 the volume of the sky to find the statistics is much bigger than
the coverage of the ongoing surveys. On the other hand, for scales k > 1hMpc−1, there is a lack of statistics for the
dwarf satellite galaxies to get a significant limit measurement for the power. Accordingly, constraining observationally
the matter power spectrum on small scales is a challenging task. There are many proposals to detect the dark matter
sub-halos gravitationally which can be used to put constraints on the matter power spectrum on small scales [77, 78].
Also the detection/null detection of gamma rays that are anticipated from the annihilation of dark matter particles
can constrain the matter power spectrum and the initial curvature perturbation power respectively [79].
From the theoretical point of view, as discussed in Sec.(I), the primordial power spectrum of curvature perturbations
can be translated to the number density of the structures in the Universe. Consequently, constraining the mass profile
of the structures or statistics of dark matter tracers can be used as a probe of primordial curvature perturbation.
Now consider the local feature in power spectrum given by Eq. (21) localized at the scales k = k∗ with the amplitude
A∗ in units of hMpc−1. As mentioned before, A∗ can take either signs. The change in variance from the general
formula Eq. (13) is obtained to be
δσ =
2A∗
25σ
k3∗T
2(k∗)D2(z)
Ω2mH
4
0
PR(k∗)W 2(k∗R) (31)
In Fig. 1, we have plotted the ratio of the change in variance to variance in ΛCDM model, (δσ/σ¯), for this feature. The
red solid curve, the green dashed curve and the blue dotted curve respectively are for A∗ = 1hMpc−1 at k∗ = 1h/Mpc,
9A∗ = 0.1hMpc−1 at k∗ = 1h/Mpc and A∗ = 0.1hMpc−1 with k∗ = 10h/Mpc. It is obvious that δσ linearly depends
on the amplitude of δPR, A∗. It is worth to mention that the oscillatory features in Fig. 1 for high masses are not
physical. These oscillatory features are caused by the choice of the window function in Eq.(31). Accordingly the
physical feature is for the mass range M < Mc, where k∗ ≃ 1/R∗ = [4πρ¯/3Mc]1/3. On the other hand, the position
of feature affects the amplitude of δσ too.
The window function smoothes all the modes smaller from the specific mode k∗ in the Gaussian window function
in Fourier space. For each specific mode k∗, we can find the corresponding critical mass Mc as follows
Mc =
H20
2G
(k∗)−3Ωm(z) (32)
where H0 is the Hubble constant and Ωm is the density parameter of matter in redshift z given by
Mc = 1.1 ∗ 1012h2( k∗
h/Mpc
)−3Ωm(z) . (33)
For an inflationary model with k∗ = 1h/Mpc, the effect of feature on the number count of the structures would be
valid for Mc(z) < 1.5 × 1011(1 + z)3, where for the redshift z < 1 the critical mass is less than the Milky way mass.
Accordingly, the number density of Milky way type galaxies can not be used as a viable observational constraint on
the amplitude of the localized feature for the wavenumber k∗ ≥ 1h/Mpcs.
If the feature is placed in smaller wavenumbers (larger scales) it affects δσ more significantly. This is because the
matter transfer function decays like ≈ ln k/k2 so it obtains less contributions from power spectrum modifications on
small scales. Another important point to notice is that δσ/σ is independent of redshift. As a result the redshift-
dependence of the modifications in abundance comes from the universality function and not from the change in
variance.
In the next step, we calculate the change in number density, δn, for both Press-Schechter and the Sheth-Tormen
mass functions. For the Press-Schechter mass function we obtain
δn|PS(M, z;A∗, k∗) =
(
ν2(M, z)− 1) ν2(M, z)
δ2c
2
25
A∗k3∗T
2(k∗)D2(z)
Ω2mH
4
0
PR(k∗, z)W 2(k∗R) , (34)
while for for the Sheth-Tormen universality function the result is
δn|ST (M, z;A∗, k∗) =
[
aν2(M, z)− 1 + 2apν
2(M, z)(aν2(M, z))−p−1
[1 + (aν2(M, z))−p]
]
2ν2(M, z)A∗k3∗T
2(k∗)D2(z)
25δ2cΩ
2
mH
4
0
PR(k∗, z)W 2(k∗R)
(35)
The change in number density, δn, from the localized feature is plotted in Fig. 2. In this figure we plot δn for Press-
Schechter and Sheth-Tormen universality functions versus the mass scale. The feature is located at k∗ = 1h/Mpc
with the amplitude of A∗ = 1h/Mpc. The black solid (red long dashed) curve is for Press-Schechter (Sheth-Tormen)
universality function at z = 0. These two curves show that the change in abundance is smaller for the more realistic
f(ν) function in Sheth-Tormen proposal. Therefore, in the follow up figures we present the Sheth-Tormen prediction
for δn. The Green-dashed (blue dotted) curve in Fig. 2 is the prediction for z = 0.5 (z = 1.0). Fig. 2 shows that in
the mass range of M < Mc where the variance change is physical and not the artifact of window function, δn decrease
with redshifts. This means that we find the most noticeable deviation from the standard case at smaller redshifts
(present time). This can be explained by the fact that the variance becomes larger at small redshifts so the height
parameter decreases. Accordingly, as discussed in Sec.(II), for the range M < Mc ( ν < νc) we have more deviation
from standard case. Note that, as in the case of δσ, the oscillatory patterns for higher mass ranges are the artifact of
the window function.
As a result of Eq. (32) the change in the number density of the structures, δn, is proportional to (ν
2 − 1)A∗. This
means that for the mass range with ν > 1 the positive feature in the power-spectrum increases the number of structures
in comparison to the standard case, while for the mass range ν < 1 we have the opposite effect. The main point here
is that the regime ν < 1 corresponds to the collapse regime where σ(M) > δc and the actual structures are formed.
This is the regime where the positive bump in primordial power-spectrum reduces the number of structures. The
intuition for this comes from the probability distribution function of primordial density seeds (like in Press-Schechter
case PR(δ) = 1√2piσR e
−δ2/(2σ2R)), where the probability is maximum for a fixed density contrast when δ = σ. In other
words the first crossing rate in PS formalism depends on ν× exp(−ν2) and accordingly the change in variance has an
extremum at ν = 1 as we anticipated from the above discussions.
In Fig. 3 we have plotted the density contrast versus mass at redshift z = 0.5 for features localized at k∗ = 1h/Mpc,
k∗ = 10h/Mpc and k∗ = 100h/Mpc. It is obvious that by changing the position of feature we get different mass scales
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FIG. 3: The change in number density from the localized feature versus the mass of structures at redshift z = 0.5 for Sheth-
Tormen universality mass function. The features have the amplitude A∗ = 1h/Mpc with k∗ = 1h/Mpc (solid black curve);
k∗ = 10h/Mpc (red long dashed curve); k = 100h/Mpc (green dashed curve).
Mc for the deficiency in the number of structures for a given value of A∗. Also the amplitude of δn decreases by
increasing k∗. An important point to mention is that the matter power spectrum is nearly well constrained for the
scales in the range 0.2hMpc−1 ≤ k ≤ 1hMpc−1 by the Lyman-alpha forest [80–83]. Accordingly, there are flexibilities
in turning on features on smaller scales with k > 1hMpc−1. In Figs. 2 and 3, we observe that a feature with the
positive amplitude, A∗ > 0, reduces the number density of structures for the mass smaller than Mc ∼ ρ¯k−3∗ . As a
result, the number of structures decreases by the amount
δN(Mi < M < Mf ) = fsky
∫ zobs
0
dz
∫ Mf
Mi
n¯(M, z)δn(M, z;A∗, k∗)
dV
dz
(36)
where δN = N(A∗) − N¯(A∗ = 0) is the change in the number of the structures, fsky is the fraction of the sky in
which a specific survey collects the data and Mi (Mf ) is the initial (final) mass range which we are interested in.
The volume integration is substituted with integral over redshift as the cosmological volumes are redshift-dependent
(dV = ∂V∂z dz).
This mechanism provides a chance to resolve the missing satellite problem, the tension which is raised between
the simulations and observations on the number density of dwarf galaxies [21, 84, 85]. In order to address this
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discrepancy, different proposals were put forward. One proposal is to look for astrophysical solution, asserting that
there is a minimum dark matter halo mass below which halos can not host a galaxy. This is because the gravitational
potential of the dark matter halo is not sufficient to encapsulate the baryons in it. Astrophysical processes like SNIe
explosion and AGN feedbacks wash the baryons out of the gravitational potential of matter [86]. The second proposal
is assuming that dark matter halos themselves do not exist in these scales. This can be explained if dark matter is
not cold or not completely dark such as in warm dark matter and self-interacting dark matter models [87, 88]. It is
worth to mention that there are proposals to detect the dark matter substructures which are not hosting baryonic
matter with gravitational lensing technique [89]. Our model based on local feature in inflationary power spectrum
can be considered as the third proposal. In our proposal, by changing the variance of dark matter perturbation, we
can change the statistics of the structures in the Universe. This proposal requires further cosmological observations
to be tested.
B. Primordial Dipole Asymmetry
In this subsection we study the effects of dipole asymmetry in primordial power spectrum on the statistics of the
structures. As discussed in subsection III B there are indications of dipole asymmetry in CMB map as observed by
Planck collaboration [20]. The primordial power spectrum with dipole modulation is given in Eq. (26).
First we consider the simple case in which the amplitude of dipole asymmetry, Ad, does not depend on scales. In
this approximation the change in the variance from the general formula Eq. (13) is obtained to be
δσ(M ;Ad, pˆ) = Ad cos(θnˆ.pˆ)σ¯(M) . (37)
This indicates that δσ depends on both the amplitude of the dipole and the direction of the observation nˆ. The
maximum (minimum) change in variance occurs along the direction of dipole (perpendicular to direction of dipole).
Now we can find the change in the statistics of the structures. For the Press-Schechter mass function the change in
number density is obtained to be
δn|PS(M ;Ad, pˆ) =
(
ν2(M)− 1)Ad cos(θnˆ.pˆ) , (38)
while for the Sheth-Tormen case we have
δn|ST (M ;Ad, pˆ) =
(
aν2(M, z)− 1 + 2apν
2(M, z)(aν2(M, z))−p−1
[1 + (aν2(M, z))−p]
)
Ad cos(θnˆ.pˆ) . (39)
Below we present the predictions for δn with the dipole amplitude Ad = 0.07 and pˆ = (l = 227, b = −27) in galactic
coordinate as reported by the Planck observation [20].
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In Fig. 4 we plot δn versus mass. The horizontal black solid line represents the prediction at redshift z = 0.5 with
the observation direction angle θnˆ.pˆ = π/2. This curve shows that for the direction of sight perpendicular to dipole
direction the number density of the structures does not change compared to the standard case. The red long dashed
and the green dashed curves respectively are for θnˆ.pˆ = π/4 and θnˆ.pˆ = 0 at the redshift z = 0.5. The blue dotted and
the magenta dash-dotted curves respectively are for redshifts z = 1 and z = 2 at angle θnˆ.pˆ = 0. The essential point
here is that δn increases with redshift while it also depends on θnˆ.pˆ, the angle between the direction of the observation
and the dipole direction in sky.
In Fig. 5 we zoom in mass scale where one can see the νc barrier crossing at different redshifts. The critical mass,
where δσ changes sign, increases with redshift. This is understandable intuitively because of the hierarchy in structure
formation. When one is in the region ν < νc at higher redshifts one gets less deviation from standard case. This
is because at higher redshifts the growth function is smaller and consequently the power spectrum and the variance
are smaller. This means that the height parameter approaches the critical value and the effects of dipole corrections
become small. On the other hand, when one crosses the νc barrier again in higher redshift then the height parameter
becomes larger but it deviates from νc and consequently one obtains more structures.
As discussed in subsection III B the CMB dipole asymmetry shows non-trivial scale-dependence such that for scales
ℓ > 600 there is the upper bound on the amplitude of dipole Ad < 0.017 from the quasar data [58]. Therefore, it
is desirable to consider the predictions of a scale-dependent dipole asymmetry on the abundance of structures. The
simplest proposal is to assume a power-law behavior for Ad(k) as follows
PR = PR
[
1 + 2Adp
(
k
kdp
)nA−1
cos(θnˆ.pˆ)
]
, (40)
where Adp is the amplitude of the dipole asymmetry at the pivot wavenumber kdp and nA shows the spectral index
of the dipole amplitude. For nA = 1 we obtain the scale-invariant dipole asymmetry studied above. Now substituting
the primordial power spectrum Eq. (40) in Eq. (13), δσ is obtained to be
δσ(M ;Ad, pˆ) = Adp cos(θnˆ.pˆ)/(σ¯(M))
∫
dkknA+2
4
25
T 2(k)D2(z)
knA−1dp Ω
2
mH
4
0
PR(k)W 2(k) . (41)
Correspondingly, the change in number density is given by
δn(M ;Ad, pˆ) =
(
ν2(M)− 1) ν2
δ2c
Adp cos(θnˆ.pˆ)
∫
dkknA+2
4
25
T 2(k)D2(z)
knA−1dp Ω
2
mH
4
0
PR(k)W 2(k) . (42)
Hirata [58] has used the quasar data to check the amplitude of hemispherical asymmetry in LSS in which the
constraint ∇σ8/σ8 ∼ 0.027r−1lss at redshift z = 3.2 is interpreted as the bound Ad < 0.017 with 1-sigma accuracy
marginalized over directions. Now we can use this observation to constrain the spectral index of the dipole asymmetry.
In Fig. 6 we have plotted δn versus mass for Sheth-Tormen universality function at redshift z = 3.2. The solid black
curve represents the limit obtained from quasar analysis. In order to constrain the spectral index of dipole anisotropy,
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we should consider the mass between M and M + dM of the host halos of quasars. The minimum mass of the host
dark matter halo typically areM ≃ (2−6)×1012h−1M⊙ [90]. As a result we obtain the bound nA < 0.6 to satisfy the
LSS constraints on the dipole asymmetry. It is important to mention that we assume the quasars are a fair sample
of galaxies with a host halo of masses (2− 6)× 1012h−1M⊙. Accordingly counting the number of quasar in a specific
redshift bin gives us information on the distribution of dark matter halos. Then we assume that the amplitude of
dipole asymmetry seen in quasar data, A < 0.017, can be assigned as an upper limit for A obtained from the number
count of dark matter halos. We change the spectral index of dipole asymmetry in the primordial power spectrum
in order to have exactly the same amount of structures predicted by the observed upper limit dipole asymmetry in
quasar data. The value of nA < 0.6 is the upper bound for dipole spectral index in that sense. The mass range that
we can trust our bound is Mc(z) < 1.5× 1011(1 + z)3. The quasar sample is in redshift 3.2 (Mc ≃ 1013), accordingly
the mass range of the host dark matter halos are in valid range of our calculations.
C. Statistical Anisotropies
In this subsection we consider models of inflation which generate statistical anisotropies in curvature perturbation
power spectrum as given in Eq. (30). The case with L = 2,M = 0 is the known quadratic anisotropy [74] which is
generated in models of anisotropic inflation [62].
As in previous examples, to calculate the change in the abundance of structures, first we calculate the change in the
variance. The important point in this type of feature is that the variance is obtained from the integration in k-space
so we can use the orthogonality of spherical harmonics to obtain [91]
δσ =
g00
2
√
4π
σ¯(M) . (43)
This means that in anisotropic models only the amplitude of the variance is modified.
For Press-Schechter mass function δn becomes
δn|PS(M ; gLM ) =
(
ν2(M)− 1) g00
2
√
4π
, (44)
while for the Sheth-Tormen mass function we have
δn(M ; gLM)|ST =
(
aν2(M, z)− 1 + 2a p ν
2(M, z)(aν2(M, z))−p−1
[1 + (aν2(M, z))−p]
)
g00
2
√
4π
. (45)
Eq.(45) shows that although the variance has changed by a constant amplitude g00/2
√
4π but the abundance of
structures does not change just by a constant amplitude in which it depends non-trivially on the mass of structures
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which appears implicitly in the height parameter in Eq. (45). As in previous examples, define νc the point where
δσ changes sign with the mass Mc. For the mass scales M < Mc with ν < νc a positive (negative) change in the
amplitude of the power-spectrum g00 causes a decrease (increase) in the abundance of structures. Interestingly, we
see that quadrupole asymmetry with L = 2,M = 0 does not affect the abundance of structures.
Although the anisotropic power spectrum introduced in Eq. (30) does not change the statistics of the structures but
it has a secondary effect through the bias parameter [91]. The bias parameter relates the abundance of dark matter
halos, which are the host of galaxies (observable quantities), to the underlying dark matter density perturbations.
Therefore, models with anisotropy in the form of Eq. (30) can have non-trivial predictions for galaxy number density
due to bias and not from the statistics of the structure such as in Press-Schechter formalism.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
In this work we studied the effects of inflationary models with anomalous feature in power spectrum on the number
density of large scale structure and dark matter halos which are the host environment of galaxies and group of galaxies.
The mass function of structures in Universe is a function of local collapsed parameter (i.e. δc) and the variance of mass
distribution. The latter itself is the Fourier transform of matter density contrast power spectrum which is a function
of the mass scale. Therefore, the variance is related to the underlying cosmological model and the initial conditions.
We have shown that any feature in primordial power spectrum induces a change in the variance of structures in large
scales. Accordingly, in the light of Press-Schechter idea (to obtain the number density of structures), a change in
variance results in a change in number density of structures. We also assumed that to leading order the features
in primordial power spectrum only modify the variance and the processes of Excursion Set Theory do not change
compared to standard case as we discussed at the end of in Sec. II.
First we have shown that the change in number density, δn, is proportional to the change in variance, δσ/σ.
However the sign of this relation depends on the mass scale and the redshift which one observes the structure. At
any specific redshift, there is a mass scale Mc in which for M > Mc(M < Mc) corresponding to ν > νc(ν < νc) we
have δn ∝ +δσ/σ (δn ∝ −δσ/σ). It is important to note that the regime ν > νc corresponds to a quasi linear regime,
where we should interpret the results in this regime with cautious and the results in this work does not apply for
ν ≫ νc as the structures are not yet formed at these scales.
Three distinct anomalous features are considered in Sec. IV. First we considered models with localized feature
in power spectrum. We have shown that localized features with positive amplitude (excess in power spectrum) can
reduce the number of the structures at corresponding scales. While the power spectrum of matter distribution is well
constrained at scales k < 1hMpc−1 but the missing satellite problem at galactic scales opens up the possibility that
the inflationary models with features can be a promising new candidate to solve the cold dark matter challenges on
galactic scales. The other interesting point is that the statistics of structures decreases with redshift. Consequently,
we have the maximum effect from the localized feature in local Universe.
Next we have investigated the effects of primordial curvature perturbation with dipole asymmetry on the abundance
of structures. The change in the abundance of structures is proportional to the amplitude of the dipole asymmetry.
There is no change for the abundance of structures in the direction perpendicular to the dipole direction while this
change is maximum along the direction of dipole. In the limit ν < νc the change in abundance is larger at low redshifts
while for ν > νc this behavior is reversed. In order to be consistent with observations on sub-CMB scales we have
considered dipole asymmetry in the form A = Adp(k/kdp)
nA−1. Imposing the constraints from quasar data we have
found nA < 0.6. Finally we studied the imprints of primordial curvature perturbations with statistical anisotropies,
such as in models of anisotropic inflation, on the abundance of structures. We have shown that the change in the
amplitude of variance is controlled by g00 while the change in abundance of structures depends only on the universal
mass function.
The large scale structure observations are promising arena for observational cosmology to probe the physics of
early universe. Any specific deviation from the standard nearly adiabatic, nearly scale-invariant, nearly Gaussian
and isotropic initial conditions can be probed in LSS. In addition the scale-dependence of these features (i.e. Non-
Gaussianity, dipole asymmetry etc) can be probed by the tracers of dark matter. However, non-linear structure
formation, the mechanism of collapse, dark matter and baryon biases and redshift space distortions all are the
complications which need to be understood in order to investigate the physics of early universe.
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